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ABSTRACT: Lots of the application businesses desires to handle huge number of application bugs every day. 
Software bugs are unavoidable and fixing software bugs is an expensive task. The goal of powerful Trojan horse 
triaging application is to assign possibly experienced developers to new-coming computer virus studies. To cut down 
time and fee of trojan horse triaging, an automatic process is proposed in this project that predicts a developer with 
crucial experience to remedy or repair the brand new coming bug report. In this project, the five term selection methods 
on the accuracy of bug assignment are used. In addition, the load between developers based on their experience is re-
balanced. The proposed system is built with intention to suggest or recommend the bug and not to automatically assign 
it. This allows a window to handle real time crisis that come up during project development lifecycle. 
 
KEYWORDS: Mining program repositories, application of knowledge pre-processing, information management in 
malicious program repositories, computer virus information discount, characteristic determination, illustration, bug 
triage. 
 

                                                I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Many software companies spend most of the money in fixing the bugs. Giant software tasks have worm 
repository that collects all of the expertise related to bugs. In worm repository, each and every application worm has a 
malicious program file. The bug report consists of textual information regarding the bug and updates related to status of 
bug fixing. 

As soon as a malicious program report is formed, a human triage assigns this bug to a developer, who will try 
to repair this malicious program. This developer is recorded in an item assigned-to, The assigned-to will change to 
another developer if the previously assigned developer cannot fix this bug. The process of assigning a correct developer 
for fixing the bug is called bug triage. Bug triage is one of the most time consuming step in handling of bugs in 
software projects. 
 

The method of assigning a proper developer for fixing the worm is called Trojan horse triage. Bug triage is 
one of the advanced steps in dealing with of bugs in software projects. Guide trojan horse triage through a human triage 
is time drinking and error-susceptible given that the number of every day bugs is significant and lack of advantage in 
developers about all bugs. Because of all these things, bug triage results in expensive time loss, high cost and low 
accuracy. 

The information stored in bug reports has two main challenges. Firstly the tremendous scale data and secondly 
low excellent of knowledge. As a result of big number of every day mentioned bugs, the quantity of computer virus 
reviews is scaling up within the repository. Noisy and redundant bugs are degrading the first-class of bug experiences. 

In this project an effective bug triage system is proposed which will reduce the bug data to save the labor cost 
of developers. It also aims to build a high quality set of bug data by removing the redundant and non-informative bug 
reports. 
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                                       II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

In [1] it is pointed out that worm triaging is an error-susceptible, tedious and time drinking project. They're going 
with Revisiting bug Triage and decision Practices. In this paper it is studied about worm triaging and fixing practices, 
including malicious program reassignments and reopening, in the context of the Mozilla Core and Firefox tasks, which they 
consider to be representative examples of a large-scale open source software project. 

Also they have plan to conduct qualitative and quantitative analysis of the bug assignment practices. We are 
considering supplying insights into a couple of areas: triage practices, review and approval procedures; root cause analysis of 
trojan horse reassignments and reopens in open source software projects; and recommendations for improvements/redesign of 
bug tracking systems. 

In [2] they introduce a graph mannequin established on Markov chains, which captures trojan horse tossing history. 
This mannequin has a number of fascinating traits. First, it reveals developer networks which can be utilized to detect team 
structures and to seek out suitable specialists for a brand new venture. Secondly it helps to raised assign builders to trojan 
horse studies.  

In our experiments with 445,000 bug studies, our mannequin decreased tossing activities, by using as much as 72%. 
In addition, the model increased the prediction accuracy by using up to 23 percentage points in comparison with average 
malicious program triaging methods. 

In [3] contemporary study shows that optimizing recommendation accuracy drawback and proposes a solution to an 
illustration of content-founded suggestion. However, CBR is recognized to purpose over-specialization, recommending most 
effective the types of bugs that each and every developer has solved before. This quandary is principal in apply, as some 
skilled builders might be overloaded, and this would sluggish the worm fixing system. 

 In this paper, they took two instructions to address this situation: First, to reformulate the main issue as an 
optimization obstacle of both accuracy and price. Second to adopt a content material-boosted collaborative filtering (CBCF), 
combining a present CBR with a collaborative filtering recommender (CF), which boosts the recommendation excellent of 
either process alone. 

In [4] Present systems either use understanding retrieval and desktop studying to search out essentially the most an 
identical bugs already fixed and advise expert developers, or they analyze exchange knowledge stemming from supply code 
to advocate educated computer virus solvers. 

 Neither manner combines textual similarity with trade set analysis and thereby exploits the abilities of the 
interlinking between worm reviews and change sets. An approach to identify potential experts by identifying similar bug 
reports and analyzing the associated change sets. Experiences have shown that powerful worm triaging is done 
collaboratively, as it requires the coordination of a couple of members, the figuring out of the project context and 
understanding of the specific work practices. 

 Therefore, they implemented approach on a multi-touch table to allow multiple stakeholders to interact 
simultaneously in the bug triaging and to foster their collaboration. 

 
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1 System Architecture 
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The diagram in figure 1 illustrated the system architecture of the proposed system. The input to the system is 
in the form of bug data set. The bug data set consists all the details of software bugs. Each bug has bug report and the 
details of the developer who have worked on that respective bug. The bug report is mainly divided in two parts, 
summary and description. The proposed system gives predicted results in form of output. Basically, there are two types 
of users in the proposed system. First is the developer and second is the tester. Developer will get software bugs 
assigned to him. Developer can work on only one software bug at a time. Tester can add new bugs to the system. 

As shown in figure 1, the proposed system makes use of bug data reduction. In the proposed system, to save 
the labour cost of developers, the data reduction for bug triage is made. Bug data reduction is applied in phase of 
datapreparation of bug triage. Data reduction mainly has twogoals. Firstly, reducing the data scale and secondly, 
improving the accuracy of bug triage. 

Techniques of instance selection and feature selection are used for data reduction. Instance selection and 
feature selection are widely used techniques in data processing. For a given data set in a certain application, instance 
selection is to obtain a subset of relevant instances (i.e., bug reports in bug data) while feature selection aims to obtain a 
subset of relevant features (i.e., words in bug data). In the proposed system, the combination of instance selection and 
feature selection is used. 

The proposed system will be implemented in java language so it will be platform independent. As there is no 
restriction on the size of bug’s information, a tester can add large number of bugs in the system. This is one of the 
biggest advantages of the proposed system. Since all the bug’s information is open to all the developers, it takes less 
time for the developer to take the decision. Developer can quickly choose the bug to fix. 

Since bug triage aims to predict the developers who can fix the bugs, we follow the existing work to remove 
unfixed bug reports, e.g., the new bug reports or will-not-fix bug reports. Thus, we only choose bug reports, which are 
fixed and duplicate (based on the items status of bug reports). Moreover, in bug repositories, several developers have 
only fixed very few bugs. Such inactive developers may not provide sufficient information for predicting correct 
developers. In our work, we remove the developers, who have fixed less than 10 bugs. 

 
                                          IV. CONCLUSION 

 
Bug triage is an expensive step of software maintenance in both labour cost and time cost. The proposed 

system aims to form reduced and high-quality bug data in software development and maintenance. Data processing 
techniques like instance selection and feature selection are used for data reduction. The proposed system can be used 
for any open source projects that generate huge bug data. Various software companies working on projects like 
banking, food chain management can use the application of the proposed system. 
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